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INTRO
Two angry dogs caterwaul at me,
with barred teeth and diabolical
expressions. They act like the
media and their chums, I think
to myself, but well, they are simply doing their job behind that
miserable mesh. I am tempted to
do a little test: How does one
defeat snappish enemies? At
first an insistent, fearless peer
directly into those glowing eyes.
Voilà, the sturdy dog suddenly
begins to become embarrassed,
and downright abashed but only
for a short time. Then he starts
snarling and pouncing again.
The next time I come I bring two
little morsels along for them.
The beasts are silenced immediately and rush upon the prey. I
calmly continue my walk. A few
seconds later, my enemies are
tearing on one another in an
enormous uproar. But the pain
pays off, because they are teaching me something about
jealousy over food.
Transferring into our real-life
field of conflict - this is what is
happening between our State
and Novartis. Somebody revealed a surreptitious hunk of
meat
between
Novartis’
“snappers” and promptly the
money-hungry financial administration rushed upon it. The
result: The state becomes richer,
the pharmaceutical companies
become poorer, medical costs
decrease and because Novartis
are persistent offenders they
increasingly loose power and
influence.
By the way: The next day both
dogs received me with wagging
tails. One of them even sat up
and clapped his paws together
begging. Well, you never stop
learning!
Ivo Sasek

Facts about the DSM-5
pace. This coming May, the fifth
edition of the DSM will come out
on the market.
That is the "Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders", which is the basis of treatment for millions of people. If the
pharmaceutical industry gets
their way there will shortly be
billions in treatment.
For it is public knowledge that:
• This manual defines what a
psychiatric disorder is and provides the definitions for the
WHO!
• 69 percent of the authors of the
DSM hold commercial connections to the pharmaceutical industry. That is an increase of 20
percent compared to 2006, when

the DSM-4 was put together.
DSM-5 that could be determined,
• In most of the task groups for example through blood analywhich were set up for drafting the sis or brain scans!
DSM-5, experts with financial • Diagnosing the patient lies in
ties to the pharmaceutical compa- the hands of the doctors alone.
nies were the majority.
It seems to me that this manual
• In the team for affective disor- will become the basis of a giganders they account for 67 percent tic business, which talks humaniof the members.
ty into being sick, and for their
• In the team for psychotic disor- "services", fills its pockets full of
ders they account for 83 percent. profits.
• In the team working on insom- Of course, all this at the expense
nia they account for 100 percent! of the state, and of the citizens
• Every sixth of these experts paying health insurance!
Sources:
works as a medical representative
for drug producers or is a mem- GEO, Nr. 03/2013: “Warum gesunde
Menschen immer häufiger für psyber on their advisory boards!
chisch krank erklärt werden“, S.90
• There are no clear biological
www.cchrint.org/tag/lisa-cosgrove/
www.cchr.at/fakten/
indications for any of the psychia39 -psychische-stoerun gentric disorders described in the
durchmehrheitsbeschluss.html

Who is still prepared to donate his organs?
dec. While it is still being debated whether brain death can be
defined as an irreversible point
of death, America and Switzerland are already utilizing organs
from human bodies where
cardiac arrest has taken place
(defined as clinical death). This
is even the case if other criteria
for brain death are not fulfilled
yet. Already from 1 September
2011, the Swiss Academy of
Medical Sciences has been applying this standard, not waiting
for a modification of the transplantation law by the Federal
Health Agency (BAG). The
BAG is intending to update the
law in favor of legalizing organ
removal after a cardiac arrest
(which is still illegal in Germany and Canada), without the
permission of the organ donor.
The administration of medica-

tion prior to the actual deathprocess is to be legalized as well.
These steps are potentially painful and of no advantage for the
donor. Margot Michel, a medicine lawyer from Zurich writes
in her analysis: “There is an
acute danger that dying patients
might be exploited in advance
of their death due to financial
interests.” Once again it becomes evident how quickly
laws are altered without public
consent. Without even informing us beforehand the way is
paved for a lucrative and ruthless organ trade. Is this democratic, and are we still prepared
to donate our organs ?
Sources:
Beobachter, edition 12/12;
www.beobachter.ch/
leben-gesundheit/medizinkrankheit/
artikel/organspende_aerzte-wollenhirntod-nicht-mehr-abwarten/

“People are mainly to be
categorized in three
different classes:
The few who ensure that
something happens.
The many who watch things
happen and the overwhelming
majority who has no idea at all
of what is happening.”
Karl Weihofer

The government does
not protect its
citizens and officials!
uw. “Radio without rescue”
titles the legal essay written by
the retired judge Bernd Budzinski. It points out the contradiction between the formal duty of
public officials to use radio
technology on the one hand
and the health and retirement
insurance companies not being
liable in case of health damages on the other hand. For instance, in the cases of the digitcontinuation page 2
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al radio for public services
TETRA and the radar technique
(used by the German military,
also in former GDR). The government obliges its officials to
use these techniques, but on the
other side the concerned health
insurances exclude the damages
caused by these techniques although these dangers have

been well known for a long time. that this government does not
In Great Britain, 176 police of- protect neither its officials nor
ficers have already taken legal its citizens?
Sources:
action against their employer
Neue Zeitung für Verwaltungsrecht,
for health damages. German solAusgabe 24/2012
http://de.scribd.com/
diers who must deal with radar
doc/120626278/TETRA-Funktechnique have been rather poorohne-Rettung
ly recompensed.
www.youtube.com/watch?
How much suffering is necesv=nTGTcaQM7SA
www.ul-we.de
sary that they will understand

Charging mobile
phone without charger

Did mobile phone radiation drive pastor into death?
mf. Carsten Häublein (55),
former protestant pastor of
Oberammergau, complained
about a constant roaring in his
head, rapid heartbeat, breathlessness and vibrating of his
whole body, after the modification of the transmitter for mobile radiocommunication in
Oberammergau in summer
2006. What started for the
reverend with slight insomnia
and nocturnal hot flashes, increased in course of time until
he could hardly bear to remain
in his rectory. In fall 2006
Häublein complained: “I’m tormented of so far unknown
headache and joint pain, numbness, eye burning, loss of concentration, anxiety and high
blood pressure.” His rectory in
Oberammergau was irradiated
by four transmitters. Occasionally Häublein stayed overnight
in the sacristy of his church, in

di. In future mobile phones are to
be supplied with power without
charger. “The prototype is able to
charge itself by radio signals of
WLAN stations, mobile- and TVantennas and other radio sources
surrounding us constantly”,
states Markku Rouvala in the
scientific magazine “Technology
Review”. Rouvala is one of the
researchers, who have developed
this prototype at the Nokia Research Centre in Cambridge in
the last few years. “The charging
of the battery by electric smog is
enough for the unlimited standby operation of the mobile
phone”, explains Rouvala. In
order to reach the power of 50
milliwatts needed for this about
1.000 strong radio signals have
to be present in the area, say critics of the project. How strongly
the world we live in must be
polluted by electric smog, if you
are already able to operate millions of mobile phones in the
unlimited stand-by mode with it!
The people responsible for this
subtle genocide will only prevail
as long as our judges are corrupt.

Sources:
http://diepresse.com/home/techscience
/mobil/486129/Nokia-will-Handysmit-Elektrosmog-aufladen
20minuten-Zeitung, 26.03.2013,
“Ladegerät unnötig-schon in 4 Jahren“

Mobile radio tower in Betzdorf dismantled – Well done!
uw. The example in Betzdorf
clearly shows us that it is
possible to have existing transceiver stations dismantled. In this
specific case the original owner,
the Südwestrundfunk (SWR),
had sublet the mobile radio tower
in Betzdorf to several, private
mobile network operators with-

out the consent of the landowner.
This was illegal and the complete
removal of the station was ordered. That was not the first case
of this kind. There are about 300500 mobile radio towers of SWR,
in Baden-Württemberg (southwest region in Germany). They
are nearly all equipped with new,

the cellar, in the car and even in
the forest to escape the radiation. In spring 2009 Häublein
moved to Schleswig-Holstein
in a nearly radiation-free region. There he recovered very
fast. Though in summer last
year, the health situation of the
reverend deteriorated again dramatically. He explained it by
the introduction of the LTEservice for the fourth generation of mobile communications
for fast wireless internet access.
Obviously, the symptoms got
more and more unbearable for
him, before he brought his life
to an end.
Sources:
www.merkuronline.de/lokales/garmischpartenkirchen/oberammergau/opfermobilfunkstrahlung-pfarrerruhestandbegeht-selbstmord-2763856.html
www.elektrosensibelmuenchen.de/aktuellesleser/items/carsten-haeublein-istverstorben.html

“The physical worldview
is not wrong with
what it asserts,
but with what it withholds.”
Carl Friedrich v. Weizäcker

private transceiver stations. However, very few of them have permission from the landowner.
Therefore, there is much potential for the removal of more
mobile radio towers.
Sources:
www.mobilfunkmastbetzdorf.de/neuigkeiten/
http://ul-we.de/Mobilfunkmast-inbetzdorf-abgebaut/

Victory Corner:
Well done
enlightenment services!

An enlightenment service
has managed to prove bribery of physicians to the
chemistry giant Novartis.
As SRF1 had to report at
24.4. at 8.00 o’clock in the
morning, Novartis paid
bribe money to doctors, so
they prescribed to their
patients, instead of the
more cost-effective generics, their expensive products. In this way, the pharmaceutical giant violated
not only several laws in a
self enriching manner, but
the medical expenses shot
up tremendously, which in
the end always get passed
on to you, the premium
payer. As a persistent offender, Novartis has now
to expect an unbelievably
striking fine. If sincere doctors are joining forces and
instead of taking bribe
money, press charges, they
deliver the people from
large financial burdens.
Also teachers, sincere politicians, scientists, religious
leaders and so on, are able
to contribute suchlike for
general relief, by revealing
boldly and fearlessly all
the injustice around them.
To everyone who does this,
a hearty well done!
Light brings healing!
Ivo Sasek

Closing Point ●
“ I don´t read anything
that does not also
inspire me to act. “
Goethe

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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